The graviton 1-loop partition function is calculated for Euclidean generalised massive gravity (GMG) using AdS heat kernel techniques. We find that the results fit perfectly into the AdS/(L)CFT picture. Conformal Chern-Simons gravity, a singular limit of GMG, leads to an additional contribution in the 1-loop determinant from the conformal ghost. We show that this contribution has a nice interpretation on the conformal field theory side in terms of a semi-classical null vector at level two descending from a primary with conformal weights (3/2, −1/2).
Introduction
In the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence it is of interest to compare Euclidean partition functions calculated on the gravity side with partition functions for CFTs conjectured to be dual to the corresponding gravitational theory. A comparison of this kind works well for quantum gravity in AdS 3 , since the dual CFT is 2-dimensional, and a great deal is known about such CFTs and their partition functions. However, beyond the values of the central charges [1] little is known about the dual CFT from the gravity side, though there have been interesting conjectures and results recently [2] [3] [4] [5] . The calculation of the quantum gravity partition function sheds further light on the properties of the dual CFT. This provides the rationale for the present work.
To get started we split the metric g into an AdS 3 backgroundḡ and fluctuations h. On the gravity side the full partition function Z consists (at least) of two parts, a classical contribution Z cl sensitive to the backgroundḡ only, and a 1-loop contribution Z 1-loop sensitive also to the fluctuations h.
For Einstein gravity the 1-loop partition function Z E was calculated efficiently using AdS heat kernel techniques [6, 7] . (For earlier papers and further references see [8] [9] [10] [11] ; for a review on heat kernel methods and ζ-function renormalisation see [12] .)
Here q = e iτ , where τ = τ 1 + iτ 2 , and τ 1 , τ 2 correspond to angular potential θ and inverse temperature β, respectively. More precisely, we assume that the background geometryḡ is thermal Euclidean AdS 3 , which is the M 0,1 geometry in the notation of [13] , with toric topology. Note that the full 1-loop partition function is a sum over partition functions Z c,d (τ ) that can be obtained from Z E = Z 0,1 (τ ) by modular transformations [13] . In the present work we consider exclusively the M 0,1 geometry and its contribution to the partition function. On the CFT side the result (1.2) has a simple interpretation: it is just the partition function Z Ω of the Virasoro vacuum representation. This is a basic example for a consistency check between the partition function calculated on the gravity side and the one expected from a CFT.
It was argued that for 3-dimensional Einstein gravity and chiral gravity [3] the result (1.1) coincides with the exact result [5, 13] . This may or may not be true for more general theories of 3-dimensional gravity, like generalised massive gravity (GMG), whose action is given by [14] In any case, the 1-loop partition function certainly encodes crucial information about the gravity theory and its CFT dual, and like in the Einstein gravity example above it may be used for consistency checks of the AdS/CFT correspondence. As another example let us consider the special case m → ∞ of GMG, also known as topologically massive gravity (TMG) [15] [16] [17] . The 1-loop partition function for TMG was calculated recently [18] , in the framework outlined above. At the critical point µ = 1 the 1-loop partition function reads
(1.5) 1 An explanation of our notation is postponed to the beginning of section 2.
The result (1.5) agrees with what one would expect from a log conformal field theory of the type proposed in [4] . It can be reformulated as follows.
Here Z
LCFT is the contribution to the log CFT partition function that takes into account the Virasoro descendants of the vacuum, as well as the Virasoro descendants of the log operator. Thus, taking into account only single-particle log-excitations there is perfect agreement between the gravitational and the log CFT partition functions. However, Z (0)
LCFT does not take into account multi-particle log-excitations, which are contained in the second term on the right hand side of the result (1.6) for the TMG 1-loop partition function. This term describes the character of the (h,h) representation of the Virasoro algebra, and N h,h is the multiplicity with which this representation occurs. For consistency, all multiplicity coefficients N h,h must be non-negative integers, and this indeed turned out to be the case. The calculations performed in [18] therefore gave strong support to the idea that the dual of TMG at the critical point is a log CFT [4] (see also [5] ).
Let us now come back to GMG. For AdS boundary conditions and unity AdS radius the central charges of the dual CFT are given by
GMG is not only technically more complicated than TMG, but also exhibits novel features, like the possibility for multiple degeneration of modes or partial masslessness, with corresponding consequences for the dual CFT (see [19] and references therein). For instance, at the critical point (note that σ 2 = 1),
the left central charge vanishes, and the two massive graviton excitations degenerate with each other. Consequently, the theory was conjectured to be dual to a log CFT with higher rank Jordan cell [19] . It is one of the aims of our work to test this conjecture, and more generally, to get insight into the nature of possible CFT duals at various values of the coupling constants. Guided by the considerations above, in this paper we calculate the Euclidean 1-loop partition function for GMG,
where δ (2) denotes the second variation of the GMG action (1.3), and V Diff is an (infinite) volume of the diffeomorphism group. Instead of introducing a gauge-fixing term into the action, which may be inconvenient in higher derivative theories, we take the same route as was taken in [18] in the case of TMG. We explicitly separate gauge modes in h µν , so that the integration over these modes cancels the gauge group volume. This method is especially effective on constant curvature spaces, see [20, 21] . We then compare at special points in parameter space with the partition function of conjectured CFT duals. This paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we calculate the 1-loop partition function for GMG. In Section 3 we consider various special cases and compare with CFT partition functions, including the intriguing case of Conformal Chern-Simons Gravity. In Section 4 we summarise and address generalisations to extended massive gravity theories consistent with a holographic c-theorem. In appendix A we derive a consistency relation for the phase of the 1-loop determinant. In appendix B we list the first O(hundred) multiplicity coefficients for various special cases and display the typical combinatorial counting argument. In appendix C we address Conformal Chern-Simons Gravity at negative temperature.
One-loop partition function
Before starting we mention our conventions. The coupling constants are denoted as follows: σ = ±1 is the sign of the Einstein-Hilbert term, m 2 is the coupling constant of new massive gravity, µ is the Chern-Simons coupling constant, κ 2 = 16πG contains Newton's constant G. We set κ = 1 unless stated otherwise. We also set the AdS radius to unity, = 1, with no loss of generality. Our conventions for the GMG action are exactly as in [22] . Our remaining conventions are exactly as in [18] .
Generalised massive gravity
Instead of working directly with the GMG action (1.3) it is convenient to introduce an auxiliary field f µν [22] .
We linearise now the fields.
The fluctuation of f µν is defined such that k µν is gauge-invariant, whereas h µν transforms under gauge transformations in the usual way,
Let us continue the action (2.1) to Euclidean space. It is enough to replace √ −g → √ g and ε µ ρν → iε µ ρν . The second variation of the Euclidean version of the GMG action (2.1) then reads
As in [18] we define
and additionally
Let us York-decompose the tensor fields into transverse-traceless (TT), conformal and "gauge" parts.
Due to gauge invariance the action does not depend on ξ. The TT modes do not mix with the modes of other types. To remove the mixing between h T T and k T T we make the shift
Then the action on TT fluctuations reads
where we used that on the TT modes D 2 = 4L − 4. Note also the useful relation Lh
Let us now consider the vector modes. Since the action does not depend on ξ we only need to consider v. It is convenient to decompose v into a transverse (T) and an exact contribution.
By definition ∇ µ v T µ = 0. The T excitations do not mix with the other fields. The corresponding quadratic part of the action reads
The scalar sector consists of three fields, h, k and u. After some algebra we obtain for γ = 0
The case γ = 0 will be considered below. For γm 2 = 1 the field k is a zero mode signalling an additional local symmetry in the action. This feature corresponds to partial masslessness in the sense of Deser and Waldron [23] [24] [25] , discussed in more detail in sections 2.2 and 3.4. We assume for the time being γm 2 = 1. The relevant Jacobians were calculated in [18] :
The subscripts near the operators denote the tensor rank of modes, while the superscripts signal restrictions on the modes. For example, the operator (−∇ 2 + 2) T 1 acts on transverse (T) vectors (1). The shifts (2.10) and (2.17) produce unite Jacobians. The 1-loop partition function reads
However, some of the kinetic terms have a wrong (negative) sign. This is similar to negative sign of the kinetic for the trace part of the metric perturbations in Euclidean Einstein gravity. Therefore, we use here the same remedy, namely the Gibbons-Hawking-Perry rotation [26] of (some of) the fluctuations to imaginary values. More precisely, for positive m 2 one should always rotatek T T , v T andũ. For negative γ one should also rotateh, while for 1/γ > m 2 a rotation of k is needed. All these rotations appear for auxiliary or otherwise non-propagating fields and are presumably just gauge artifacts. As we shall see in a moment, all determinants coming from rotated fields cancel out in the final result for the partition function, which is a good consistency check. Indeed, the integral over h
(2.21) Combining this result with the Jacobians (2.18) and (2.19) yields the 1-loop partition function for GMG,
Let us consider now the case γ = 0. The action for TT tensors and T vector modes is regular at γ = 0. In the scalar sector we have
First, we calculate the integral over h which results in δ(k) det(−∇ 2 +3)
0 . Then, the integration over k is done trivially, and the integration over u produces [det(−∇ 2 ) 0 ] −1/2 . The total contribution from the scalar modes to the partition function is then exactly the same as for γ = 0.
Thus, for γm 2 = 1 our final result for the 1-loop partition function for GMG is given by (2.22), which we can rewrite conveniently as
with Z E being the Einstein 1-loop partition function,
and
To evaluate the partition function we now use the results of [6, 7] , who calculated the Einstein part (1.2), and of [18] , who calculated the contribution Z m 1,2 up to a phase.
We are going to discuss the choice of the phase in the next section for each example separately. All these choices are compatible with the consistency relation (A.4) derived in appendix A.
Conformal Chern-Simons gravity
If γm 2 = 1 one of the modes becomes partially massless [22] , which means that there is an additional gauge symmetry
corresponding to linearised Weyl rescalings. However, this symmetry in general is an artifact of the linearisation and does not persist in the full theory [27] . The only exception arises when the action consists solely of the gravitational Chern-Simons term.
We call that theory Conformal Chern-Simons gravity (CSG). It is invariant in the bulk under finite local Weyl rescalings of the metric
Formally, CSG arises as a (singular) limit of GMG, µ → 0, κ 2 µ = 2π/k, with some finite k. However, as we shall see momentarily, the 1-loop partition function of CSG does not arise as the corresponding limit of the 1-loop partition function of GMG (2.22).
The second variation of the CSG action yields
Due to the additional gauge invariance (2.30) the path integral measure has to be divided by the corresponding gauge group volume V conf , so that the 1-loop partition function reads
After performing the York decomposition (2.9) for h µν we immediately see that δ (2) S CSG does not depend on ξ µ and h. The integration over these two fields cancels out the gauge group volumes. The final result for the CSG partition function,
contains a contribution from the conformal ghost
The appearance of the ghost determinant (2.34) is a major qualitative difference to the GMG result (2.22) and the TMG result [18] .
To evaluate the contribution of the conformal ghost to the partition function we use the results and notations of [7] .
We assumed above positive (inverse) temperature, τ 2 > 0. The case of negative temperature, τ 2 < 0, is treated in appendix C. There is still one issue left open, namely the phase in (2.27).
ln
There are two natural choices for the phase. Either
Both choices -as well as the fact that there are two choices -are compatible with the CFT interpretation presented in section 3.4. The rationale behind these two choices will be explained below Eq. (3.12). It is a peculiar feature of CSG that there are two natural choices rather than one. This feature originates from the fact that one can approach the limit m 2 → 0 in (2.26) from above [leading to (2.37)] or from below [leading to (2.38)]. With no loss of generality we pick the former.
Collecting all contributions to the 1-loop partition function of CSG (2.33) and exploiting the series expansion of the log function,
we finally establish
Note that in the result (2.40) there is only an infinite product over m, but not over m, since in the latter all but two terms cancel. By virtue of the Jacobi triple product identity the CSG 1-loop partition function (2.40) can be presented alternatively as
with Jacobi's theta function (q = exp (−iτ )) Real and imaginary parts of the logarithm of the CSG 1-loop partition function, ln Z CSG , are displayed in figures 1(a) and 1(b). The even poles at the roots of unity are clearly visible in the left plot. In this regard the real part of the partition function resembles the Einstein gravity partition function (1.2). The right plot, which would be trivial in Einstein gravity as the partition function (1.2) is manifestly real, evidently is non-trivial and exhibits odd poles at roots of unity.
Special cases and their CFT duals
In this section we evaluate the GMG partition function (2.24)-(2.26) for special values of the coupling constants, and provide an educated guess for the phase not determined by the result (2.27). We then compare with the partition functions of conjectured CFT duals in order to support or falsify these conjectures.
In subsection 3.1 we discuss the critical point (1.8). In subsection 3.2 we consider a critical line where c L = 0. In subsection 3.3 we address a critical line where the two massive modes degenerate with each other and also mention the partially massless case γm 2 = 1. In subsection 3.4 we study in great detail CSG (2.29). Before starting we mention two special cases that have been treated already in [18] : TMG (m → ∞) and new massive gravity (µ → ∞). Both cases are recovered by taking the corresponding limits in the GMG partition function (2.24)-(2.26). This is of course expected and merely a consistency check on the correctness of the results above.
Double log
At the critical point (1.8) both mass parameters degenerate with each other
In addition, the massive modes both degenerate with the left-moving boundary graviton. It was suggested in [19] that the dual CFT is a log CFT with the following structure. The left central charge vanishes, c L = 0, whereas the right central charge is non-vanishing, c R = 64πσ. The left-moving stress tensor T (z) has two log partners, t(z) and t(z), satisfying
Furthermore, the 2-point functions between T and t (and t with itself) are given by
where Ω is the ground state of the log CFT. Here we have used T = L −2 Ω, which implies L 2 T = 0. The 2-point function between T and t vanishes, and we have L 2 t = 0. Moreover, T , t and t are annihilated by all positiveL n modes, as well as by L n with n ≥ 3. The angular momentum operator L 0 −L 0 is diagonalisable, which impliesL
Finally, we have of course the propertyL 0 T = 0. The structure of the low-lying states can therefore be summarised by the following diagram:
In addition there is the right-moving stress energy tensorT =L −2 Ω that satisfies the usual properties of the holomorphic flux component of a CFT stress energy tensor. In order to determine the contribution of the above states to the partition function we can follow almost line-by-line the discussion in [18] . We therefore immediately state the result for the partition function that counts the Virasoro descendants of the above states.
The result (3.6) differs from the TMG result in [18] by a factor of 2 in the second term in the brackets. This is easily explained by the fact that here we have two log partners of T , whereas in the log CFT studied in [18] T had only one log partner.
We turn now to the gravity side. For m 1 = m 2 = 1 the same choice for the phase as in [18] is natural, since again we have a degeneration with the left-moving boundary graviton. With this choice we obtain from (2.24)-(2.26)
We compare first the single-particle excitations on the gravity side They match precisely. We write now the gravity partition function (3.7) in the following suggestive form:
As in [18] the last term describes the character of the (h,h) representation, and N h,h is the multiplicity with which this representation occurs. Again it is straightforward to prove by simple combinatorics that all multiplicity coefficients are non-negative integers, N h,h ≥ 0. We show this explicitly for the present case in appendix B.
The GMG 1-loop calculation therefore gives strong support for the conjecture that GMG at the critical point (1.2) is dual to a log CFT with the properties summarised above.
Single log
If one of the mass parameters equals to unity, say m 1 = 1, then one of the central charges vanishes, c L = 0. The corresponding massive mode degenerates with the left-moving boundary graviton, and we should have a log CFT similar to the original proposal in the TMG context [4] . Therefore, the contribution to the partition function on gravity and CFT sides from the log states, left-and right-moving boundary gravitons is precisely the same as in [18] . This supports the conjecture that the dual CFT is a log CFT where the left-moving stress energy tensor acquires a log partner. However, as opposed to TMG there is an additional massive operator as long as m 3 2 = m 2 . On the gravity side this leads to a contribution to the partition function of the form (2.27). It is not clear how to fix the phase in this expression, but we can provide a reasonable guess. Namely, for positive m 2 we fix the phase such that
while for negative m 2 we fix the phase such that
The rationale behind these choices is that in the limits m 2 → ±1 the massive mode degenerates with the left-or right-moving boundary graviton, and the phase of the corresponding determinant is known. We assume that the phase does not change as long as m 2 does not change its sign. In the limit m 2 → 0 (partial masslessness) there is an ambiguity that we have encountered already below (2.36), and one can take either choice. We address this case in more detail in subsections 3.3 and 3.4 below. For specificity let us consider only the case of positive m 2 . If m 2 is an odd integer, 2 m 2 = 2j + 1 with j ≥ 0, then the partition function takes a particularly simple form,
Analog to the discussion in sections 3.1 we can provide the CFT partition function that takes into account all Virasoro descendants of the vacuum Ω, the log quasiprimary t and the massive primary M .
The partition functions match again precisely for single-particle excitations, and the full partition function can again be written as follows:
The positivity of the multiplicity coefficients N h,h can again be shown using simple combinatorics. Finally, note that requiring m 2 to be an odd integer quantises the right central charge as follows:
For these values of the central charge it is not unreasonable to expect a well-behaved log CFT dual, given that the matching of partition functions above worked so well. It would be of interest to study the properties of these log CFTs in more detail. We leave this to future work. If m 2 takes arbitrary real values then the massive contribution to the partition function (3.11) in general will have a non-rational prefactor in q andq.
Massive log
If m 1 = m 2 then the massive modes degenerate with each other. As long as m 3 1 = m 1 we are in a generic situation. Otherwise we recover either the double log case discussed in section 3.1 (for m 1 = ±1) or the partially massless case mentioned below (for m 1 = 0). Not much is known about the dual CFT, beyond the fact that it is a log CFT with non-vanishing central charges. As before we focus here on values of the coupling constant where the partition function takes a particularly simple form (j is some non-negative integer).
Choosing the phase as before we then obtain the partition function
(3.18)
Analog to the discussion in section 3.1 and 3.2 we can provide the CFT partition function that takes into account all Virasoro descendants of the vacuum Ω, the massive primary M and its log partner m.
The positivity of the multiplicity coefficients N h,h can again be shown using simple combinatorics.
We address now briefly the partially massless case γm 2 = 1. Then at least one of the mass parameters vanishes (both vanish for partially massless gravity, µ → ∞, in which case the partially massless mode acquires a logarithmic partner [19] ),
This means that there are necessarily contributions to the partition function that contain half integer powers in q andq, as evident from the expression (2.27) for m 1 → 0 or m 2 → 0. However, as we have mentioned in section 2.2 the gauge symmetry that is present at the linearised level and that leads to a conformal ghost determinant ceases to exist in the full theory. Therefore, it is not clear to us how seriously one should take the emergence of the conformal ghost determinant in GMG. We do no further dwell on this case. Instead, we focus on CSG, where the gauge symmetry enhancement due to partial masslessness persists beyond linearisation, and the role of the conformal ghost determinant is well-understood.
Conformal Chern-Simons gravity
CSG (2.29) has rather interesting features on the gravity side [30] . As first pointed out in the context of partially massless gravity [19] there are three SL(2, R) primaries with weights (3/2, −1/2), (−1/2, 3/2) and (3/2, 3/2), corresponding to partially massless excitations. One has to choose (by hand) if the (3/2, −1/2) primary or the (−1/2, 3/2) primary is considered as normalisable [30] . This choice concurs with choosing either the phase (2.37) or (2.38). With no loss of generality we pick the (3/2, −1/2) primary. All its descendants then are also normalisable. However, the (−1/2, 3/2) primary for consistency of the variational principle is then nonnormalisable [30] . Finally, the (3/2, 3/2) primary (a scalar) has a fall-off behaviour that renders this mode and all its descendants pure gauge. In the 1-loop calculation performed in section 2.2 the last feature is captured by the presence of the (scalar) conformal ghost determinant (2.34).
On the CFT side there is a beautiful explanation for all these features. 3 With the choice above in addition to the Virasoro descendants of the vacuum we have an operator with conformal weights (3/2, −1/2). We call it "partially massless operator" and denote the corresponding Virasoro primary state by |P . As usual in the AdS/CFT context it is sourced by non-normalisable modes, which include the (−1/2, 3/2) primary. The (3/2, 3/2) primary |N =L 2 −1 |P is a level two descendant of the (3/2, −1/2) primary. OnlyL 2 |N = 0: L n |N = 0 for n > 0 andL n |N = 0 for n = 1, n > 2. We argue now that semi-classically |N is actually a null vector. To this end consider linear combinations of level two states |Ñ := (αL −2 + βL 2 −1 )|P , where we set β = 1 with no loss of generality. Next, we require |Ñ to be a null vector.
Ñ |Ñ = P |(ᾱL 2 +L 5 − c ± (1 − c)(25 − c) , whereh is theL 0 -weight that the primary |P must have in order for |Ñ to be a null vector. In the limit of large central charges c these conditions establish (we discard another solution that would imply negative infinite weight)
Thus, in the semi-classical limit c → ∞ a null vector at level two exists provided the weighth of the primary approaches −1/2. This is precisely the weight of the primary |P above. Consistently, in the semi-classical limit we obtain
We call |N a semi-classical null vector. Thus, the Verma module generated by the partially massless operator is reducible as it contains a submodule generated by the semi-classical null vector |N . The partition function Z 0 CFT , defined as 25) takes into account the Virasoro descendants of the vacuum (1.2) and the Virasoro descendants of the partially massless operator,
The second term in (3.26) is subtracted in order to eliminate the semi-classical null vector and its Virasoro descendants. We thus obtain
In the spirit of (1.6) we consider the contribution of the partially massless states to the CSG partition function (2.40) and expand, keeping to leading order only the linear term from each denominator. Following [18] we interpret the terms listed explicitly on the right hand side of (3.28) as the single-particle partially massless excitations. The gravity result (3.28) then matches perfectly the CFT result (3.27), since
We can now present the result for the CSG partition function (2.40) in the following suggestive form.
The sum in (3.30) extends over all non-negative integer and half-integer values of h and over all integer and half-integer values ofh. It is crucial to include the factor (1 −q 2 ) in the last term of (3.30) in order to get an irreducible character. 4 The multiplicity coefficients N h,h can be non-zero only if the sum h +h is integer. Thus, we have to calculate only N n, m and N n+1/2, m+1/2 for integers n, m. The first few coefficients are displayed in the last two tables in appendix B. The positivity of the remaining multiplicity coefficients N h,h can again be shown using combinatorics.
In the semi-classical limit c → ∞ we have therefore excellent agreement between the partition functions on the gravity side and the CFT side. If the null condition (3.22) persists beyond the semi-classical approximation the weighth must acquire an anomalous contribution given in (3.23).
Summary and generalisations to extended massive gravity
In the present work we calculated the 1-loop partition function for generalised massive gravity (GMG) on the gravity side in Section 2. In Section 3 we compared the results for the partition function with corresponding results on the CFT side. Our results strongly support the conjecture that GMG at certain critical loci in parameter space is dual to specific log CFTs.
Conformal Chern-Simons gravity (CSG) is a non-trivial limit of GMG with an additional gauge symmetry, namely bulk Weyl rescaling. Interestingly, in this case the contribution from the additional 1-loop determinant precisely cancels the contributions of descendants of the semi-classical null vector at level two. The resulting partition function can be expressed in terms of ϑ-and η-functions (2.41). The positivity of the multiplicity coefficients N h,h in the expansion (3.30) provides fairly non-trivial support for a CFT interpretation with a reducible Verma module.
All of the CFTs mentioned above are non-unitary, because they contain either log operators or have negative central charge and/or states with negative conformal dimensions. However, in CSG it might be possible to extract some unitary CFT, possibly by redefiningL n → −L −n , which essentially flips the sign of one of the central charges. It could be interesting to pursue further the case of CSG, with particular focus on holography [30] .
It is straightforward to generalise our results in three dimensions. Paulos and Sinha put forward higher-derivative gravity theories that allow for a holographic c-theorem [31] [32] [33] . These extended massive gravity theories have the action Rg µν .
The coupling constants λ nmk are restricted by the existence of a holographic ctheorem. To quadratic order the action (4.1) matches the action of GMG. At the linearised level the equations of motion of these extended massive gravity theories take the same form as in GMG. They are of fourth order and, by fine-tuning of the coupling constants λ nmk , allow the same kinds of degenerations and limiting cases as GMG. Similar remarks apply to Born-Infeld gravity [34, 35] , which can also be expanded in the form (4.1). The 1-loop partition functions of all these extended massive gravity theories should be equivalent to the partition function of GMG calculated in the present work.
To construct the manifold M 0,1 one has to identify the points w and qw on H 3 . The transformation w →w maps q toq. Therefore, we establish a consistency relation.
Z m (q) =Z m (q) (A.4) Equation (A.4) imposes restrictions on phases of determinants and particularly forbids contributions to ln Z m of the type if (|q|) with some real function f . All phases chosen in the main text are compatible with the consistency relation (A.4). In this appendix we list the first O(hundred) multiplicity coefficients for various cases discussed in the main text, since in all the combinatorial proofs the first few coefficients have to be determined explicitly. All the coefficients in these tables are non-negative integers. The last two tables both refer to CSG, with the former displaying results for integer values of (h,h) and the latter displaying results for 1 2 -integer values.
B. Multiplicity coefficients
We provide now explicitly the combinatorial counting argument that proves nonnegativity of all multiplicity coefficients for the double log case discussed in section 3.1, following appendix B of [18] . (The proof is analogous for the other cases discussed in this paper.) The Fourier coefficients B(h,h) in the double expansion C. Conformal Chern-Simons Gravity at negative temperature
It has been suggested that CSG could make sense as a theory with negative temperature [37] since there is an upper bound on the BTZ black hole mass. In this appendix we calculate the 1-loop partition function for CSG at negative temperature. Let τ 2 be negative so that |q| ≥ 1. Then the contributions to ln Z CSG (τ 2 < 0), see (2.33), read with the CSG partition function for positive τ 2 given in (2.40), but with q replaced by Q.
